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Rolling stock directly affects the economic indices of the transport industry
and the national economy as a whole, leading to the need to improve
control and quantify of the rolling stock dynamic load in order to maintain
safe and reliable rail connections. In the process of rolling stock designing
and operating, a quantitative assessment of dynamic loads is an urgent
scientific and technical problem. The article presents an analysis of
theoretical studies of the rolling stock dynamic characteristics on the
example of open wagons, flat wagons and hopper wagons. The loading
modes influence on the dynamic loading of the wagon has been studied
with the aim of solving the problem of predicting the dynamics of rolling
stock and indicators of its interaction with the track. The results of
theoretical studies are presented taking into account the motion speed
along the curved track of short and medium radius.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Wagon facilities are one of the most important and most
complicated branches of railway transport, the basis of
which is rolling stock. The successful implementation of
the transportation process largely depends on the
number of freight wagons and their operation efficiency.
Therefore, the wagon structural design efficiency
assumes importance. The carrying capacity of railways,
the traffic handling cost, the possibility of mecha–ni–
zation and automation in wagons manufacture and
repair, as well as in the process of making up trains and
loading and unloading operations, depend on structural
design efficiency [1, 2].
The modern freight wagon fleet is presented by a
variety of types and designs. This is dictated by the need
to ensure: the safety of the perishable freight, the
prevention of damage to fragile freight, the protection of
a certain freight classification from adverse weather
conditions, movement at high speeds and minimizing
the cost of wagon building, repairing and operating. At
the same time, freight rolling stock should ensure the
safety of train traffic [3, 4].
The mass character of the wagon fleet is its integral
and essential feature. Even the smallest structural
changes take on a large scale for the entire rolling stock
fleet. When designing rolling stock, designers must
determine whether the designed model will have the
necessary dynamic characteristics. The answer can only
be obtained intuitively by comparing the basic design
parameters with a similar design already available or
after its manufacture and dynamic running tests
conducting. However, this process is long, so, a
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preliminary assessment of the wagon dynamic charac–
teristics at the design stage is of practical interest, which
can be done using mathematical simulation [5, 6].
2.

ANALYSIS OF LATEST RESEARCH AND THE
PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.1 Reducing the dead weight of rolling stock

Reducing the dead weight of rolling stock is one of the
main and very complex problems of transportation
science and engineering. When solving it, it is necessary
to take into account the whole variety of conditions that
characterize the wagon building and operating. The
possibilities for constructive improvement of wagons
with the aim of facilitating them are very significant.
Reducing the weight of rolling stock is especially
important for wagon building, which is one of the main
metal consumers. Wagons require fixed costs associated
with their movement in operation, therefore, in wagon
building a decrease in metal consumption leads not only
to a decrease in the construction cost of products, but to
an even more significant effect that is a decrease in
operating costs of the railway industry. However, when
solving these problems, designers have to take into
account the whole variety of requirements for wagons
and to consider various options for constructive solu–
tions [7]
A decrease in freight wagon dead weight is usually
accompanied by an increase in their capacity, as a result
of which the carrying capacity of railways increases due
to an increase in the train tonnage. With a constant size
of traffic, it is possible to reduce the fleet of wagons and
locomotives, the need to develop the rail tonnage
capacity, as well as locomotive and train crews. If the
wagon dead weight is reduced without increasing their
capacity, then axial loads are reduced, as a result of
which the service life of rails, wheels and brake pads is
increased, and the operation of the axle boxes is
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facilitated. Reducing the loads on the wheel sets, and
especially from the unsprung wagon parts, reduces the
dynamic forces, which in turn allows reducing the
wagon dead weight. Because the decrease in the wagon
tonnage is accompanied by a decrease in their resistance
to movement, it becomes possible to increase the rail
tonnage capacity by increasing the train speed with a
given locomotive power [8-10].
Consequently, reducing the wagon dead weight
ensures an increase in the rail tonnage capacity, saving
metal, reducing fuel and power consumption, speeding
up transportation, reducing investment in wagon and
locomotive fleets, developing the rail capacity and
reducing the cost of rail transportation. Because wagons
are mass products, even a slight decrease in their dead
weight leads to a significant economic effect. At the
same time, a decrease in the wagon dead weight should
not cause a problem in the rail traffic safety, the
operating reliability of the wagons, and other indicators
characterizing the expediency of the design. It is also
necessary to improve methods for calculating and
testing the wagon and their individual parts strength.
2.2 Strength of rolling stock elements

To reduce the forces transmitted to the wagon parts
when moving along the curve, and the forces caused by
changes in speed and body oscillations, it is necessary to
reduce the center of mass of the wagon and reduce its
displacement from the vertical symmetry axis. A
decrease in the center of mass is also advisable for
freight wagons with a relatively short bogie center
distance [11-14]. In trains the longitudinal forces
sometimes reach a value exceeding the strength of the
frame of some wagon designs. Studies have shown that
the large values of impact and tractive forces are due
mainly to the sudden starting of the train; the in draught
of a partially compressed train, especially with a fully
uncompressed tail end having wagons with brakes not
released; and braking by a stop-crane in the train tail
end at a low speed and a compressed train at the
beginning of braking [15-18].
The magnitude of the forces transmitted by the
draw-buffing gear to the frame and other wagon parts
depends on the efficiency and rigidity of the automatic
coupling absorbing devices, as well as on the
incompatibility of the automatic coupling axes of the
neighboring wagons. If the impact energy does not
exceed the efficiency of the shock absorbing device, it is
perceived elastically. If the impact energy exceeds the
efficiency of the shock absorbing device, it will be
completely compressed and the excess of energy will be
perceived without dampening by the wagon structure
(frame and other parts). Since the wagon structure
rigidity significantly exceeds the rigidity of the
absorbing devices, the impact forces increase sharply in
this case [18, 19].
It is known that increasing train mass is one of the
most effective ways to increase rail traffic. Therefore,
sufficient strength of automatic couplers is required,
corresponding to the large longitudinal forces that
develop in trains of large mass [19-21]. In work [22],
the body of the automatic coupler was calculated for the
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strength under the action of both tensile and comp–
ressive quasi-static and shock loads (Fig. 1, 2). The
design scheme assumes the application of longitudinal
forces to the stops at both ends of the wagon with a
difference in the heights of the automatic couplers of the
interacting wagons of 0.1 m.

Figure 1. Equivalent stress distribution field, compression,
displacement of the axis of an adjacent automatic coupling
0.1 m below the considered, MPa

Figure 2. Equivalent stress distribution field, compression,
displacement of the axis of an adjacent automatic coupling
0.1 m higher than the considered, MPa

When carrying out the calculations, the difference in
the axes of the automatic couplers of adjacent wagons
was taken into account only in the vertical plane.
However, the radius of curvature of the coupling shank
is 130 mm, and the base plate, to which the longitudinal
force of the train is transmitted by the coupling shank,
has a radius of 150 mm. As can be seen in (Fig. 1), the
compressive force is transmitted by the automatic
coupler to the base plate at a point, and in the case of
skewing of the wagon s in the train, this point of contact
can move across the wagon.
Under the action of tensile longitudinal forces (Fig.
2), the nature of the interaction changes significantly.
For a more accurate determination of the dynamic
loading and stability of the rolling stock, when
determining the components of the longitudinal forces,
it is necessary to take into account the action of
neighboring wagons on each other [20, 21].
The presence of eccentricities also causes additional
stresses in the nodes, in some cases exceeding the main
stresses in the structure (Fig. 5).
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Figure 3. Equivalent stress distribution field, stretching,
displacement of the axis of an adjacent automatic coupling
0.1 m below the considered, MPa

without increasing the structure weight. The magnitude
of the longitudinal forces is very significantly affected
by the dimensions of the gaps in the wagon automatic
couplings, so it is advisable to reduce them. The correct
location of the automatic coupling on the wagon frame
is of great importance (prevention of skewing the shock
absorbing device and ensuring central loading of the
centre sill). For this purpose, technological equipment is
widely used (Fig. 6), which ensures the assembly of the
elements of the centre sills and their further welding to
each other in an automatic mode using an electro–
mechanical system for tracking changes in the position
of the axis of the welded joint [23].
2.3 Square section of rolling stock elements

The correct choice of the element shape is also
important for lightening the structure. The form and size
of the element section should be selected based on the
conditions of the best resistance to basic deformation
(ensuring the necessary strength and stability) with a
minimum cross-sectional area (Fig. 7) (weight of the
element). At the same time, the conditions of building
(manufacturability) and operation (corrosion hazard,
serviceability, etc.) of the structure must be taken into
account (Fig. 8) [24].
Figure 4. Equivalent stress distribution field, stretching,
displacement of the axis of an adjacent automatic coupling
0.1 m higher than the considered, MPa

Figure 7. Fragment of a finite element model of a
modernized gondola car

Figure 5. Diagram of the stress-strain state of the centre sill

Figure 8. Stresses in the body of the modernized gondola
car

Figure 6. Robotic complex for manufacturing of the centre
sill

Reducing eccentricities reduces additional stresses,
which makes it possible to lighten the structure with a
constant external load or to increase the external load
FME Transactions

Bending deformations in the vertical and horizontal
planes and torsion are the main deformations for many
wagons structural elements. Some of these elements are
in the form of an I-beam or channel, which is not
rational, since use of I-beam and channel sections is
advantageous only when bending in the plane of their
maximum rigidity; in another plane, they have a small
moment of resistance, and also poorly resist torsional
deformations. Meanwhile, deformations of constrained
torsion can reach high values for some wagon parts.
Therefore, it is more expedient to choose a box section
having high rigidity in torsion and bending and a high
resistance moment about both axes of inertia, for
VOL. 49, No 3, 2021 ▪ 675

elements that perceive significant torsional and bending
moments (in the vertical and horizontal planes). In
wagon building, new effective rolled sections, differing
from standard sections in more favorable characteristics
of strength and stiffness should be widely used [25].
Modern rolling stock building is characterized by a
transition from structures with supporting frames to
solid bodies, i.e., to such structures in which the main
loads acting on the wagon are perceived not only by the
frame, but also by the floor, walls, and roof. Wagons
with solid bodies are distinguished by a more rational
use of walls, roof and floor metal and therefore they can
be significantly lightened. In some wagon designs with
a solid body of short length, it is advisable to leave the
centre sill, but to lighten it significantly.

for the study of the dynamic properties of freight
wagons, an important place is occupied by mass,
geometric and inertial characteristics. These values are
directly involved in determining the dynamic perfor–
mance of the investigated railway vehicles [27, 28]. It
was for solving this problem that the "Software complex
for determining the moments of inertia of wagons
bodies" was created [28].

2.4 Purpose and tasks of research

So, the improvement of the wagon fleet through the
creation of innovative designs or the modernization of
individual components is a priority for improving the
freight wagon technical and economic parameters. At
the same time, the improvement of rolling stock pro–
vides for improved technical characteristics that will
ensure that the main requirements (reliability and eco–
nomic efficiency) are met. Evaluation of the dynamic
characteristics and impact of the designed structure on
the track is carried out after its building and dynamic
driving test operation. The results of the dynamic inte–
raction of rolling stock various types are usually not
analyzed in terms of comparing the main design para–
meters and the minimal impact on the track structure.
The aim of the paper is a theoretical study of the
influence of rolling stock various types on their main
dynamic indicators and indicators of the interaction with
the track structure, taking into account the loading mode
and motion speed.
3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

It was noted in the works [8, 14, 26] that during the
movement of wagon in a train along the curved track
sections, the forces of interaction between the wheels
and rails are directly affected by the transverse forces
that arise from the action of longitudinal forces in the
auto-couplings of wagons in traction modes on long
grades and during braking, especially the regenerative
one. Moving along the curve, a wagon under the action
of longitudinal forces in auto-couplings may take
different positions relative to the track axis, which
greatly affects the values of lateral horizontal forces of
interaction and the force of friction of wheels and the
rails. In the mode of braking, the compressive forces
can contribute to the herringbone positioning of wagon s
in the track, which leads to an increase in the angles of
wheel climbing on the rails [20, 21].
The complement of the mathematical models of
spatial oscillations by the initial data with the specified
inertial characteristics of the wagon and cargo elements
makes it possible to approximate the results of
calculations to the real state of objects and thereby
increase the objectivity of mathematical and computer
simulation. In the formation of the initial data necessary
676 ▪ VOL. 49, No 3, 2021

Figure 9. The wagons parameters panel “Software complex
for determining the moments of inertia of wagons bodies”

A mathematical model describing the spatial osci–
llations of a wagon coupling as part of a train was
proposed in [29, 30]. A mathematical model of spatial
oscillations of a freight wagon in the form of a multimass nonlinear mechanical system with 58 degrees of
freedom (body, two truck bolsters, four side frames,
four wheel sets) [29].
Based on the mathematical model of the coupling
movement, a package of applied programs has been developed. The system of differential equations has dynamic
connections between coordinates and is reduced to the
Cauchy normal form. A combined method is used to
integrate the motion equations of freight wagon coupling in
a train. The beginning of the solution (acceleration) was
carried out using the Runge-Kutta method, and the continuation using the iterative Adams-Bashforth method.
The influence of the loading mode on the main
dynamic indicators and the indicators of the freight
rolling stock and rails interaction in curved tracks is
studied in this paper. The stationary mode of motion
with typical bogies 18-100 was studied in order to
establish the influence of loading modes on the freight
rolling stock dynamic loading. The wagon running
gears, wheel thread and railhead profile were provided
in the normal technical condition.
The studied wagon weight, the inertia moments of
the body Ix, Iy, Iz and the height body center of mass hcm
above the rail level change under various loading
conditions. Preparatory calculations are given in table 1.
Models of freight wagons presented in the Table 1
cover far from all types and sizes of bodies operated on
the railway. The selection of the rolling stock given
models is aimed at determining the optimal parameters of
the bodies from the point of view of minimal dynamic
interaction with the track, and not at comparing the
specialized rolling stock types with each other.
FME Transactions

Table 1. Inertial and geometric characteristics of wagons with different loading modes

Characteristics
Distance between bogie center
Weight of wagons
Moments of inertia
The height body center of mass above the rail level

Symbol
2L, m
M0, t
Ix, t·m2
Iy, t·m2
Iz, t·m2
hcm, m

Types of rolling stock
Open wagon Hopper wagon Flat wagon
12-532
12-4034
13-401
8.66
7.84
9.72
76.5 (13.3)* 88.34 (18.72)
63.6 (13.6)
75 (20)
160 (33.6)
22 (13.5)
1050 (300)
1190 (300)
1194 (240)
1100 (300)
1245 (307)
1223 (260)
1.84 (1.6)
2.7 (1.77)
2.1 (1.1)

* – the values of the wagon parameters in an empty mode are indicated in brackets
Table 2. Grade levels and permissible values of the dynamic indicators

Grade level

Indicator

excellent
good
satisfactory
permissible
excellent
good
satisfactory
permissible
permissible

Maximum coefficient of dynamic addition of sprung parts
(vertical dynamics coefficient central stage of the bogie
suspension) К dv
Maximum ratio of frame force to static axle loading
(coefficient of horizontal dynamics) Кdh
Safety factor of the wheel against derailment К ds

The characteristics of rolling stock is usually
assessed according to its technical indicators, among
which the most important are the reliability and
durability of the wagon, movement smoothness and
stability against derailment, the influence on the track,
and the absolute and relative movements of its units.
When performing calculations of the dynamic
characteristics of the designed rail vehicles, the
calculated values of the main dynamic indicators are
compared with the standardized values. The
standardized values include the coefficient of vertical
dynamics, the coefficient of horizontal dynamics, and
the derailment stability coefficient. These indicators are
assessed for various loading options. If all the
standardized dynamic indicators of the wagon do not
exceed the permissible values, and the stability
indicators have a sufficient coefficient, then this
indicates the good characteristics of the wagon’s
movement. Dynamic running teats shall confirm the
calculations performed.
The grade levels and permissible values of the dyna–
mic indicators of freight rolling stock in accordance
with the regulatory documentation are given in table 2.
4.

Permissible values
empty
loaded
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.35
0.7
0.4
0.75
0.65
0.25
0.2
0.3
0.25
0.38
0.3
0.4
0.38
1.3

three types of rolling stock have almost the same
coefficients Kdv in the loaded mode, but in the R=600 m
curve, the open wagon and the flat wagon have the best
vertical dynamics indicators in the speed range 50-70
km/h in the empty mode (Fig. 10, b), and also excluding
for the speed of 70 km/h in the loaded mode. These
wagon types have a lower mass and a lower center of
mass than a hopper wagon.

(a)

RESULTS

The calculation results of the studied indicators are
shown in Fig. 10-20. It is seen from Fig. 10 (a, b), in
general, the vertical dynamics coefficients central stage
of the bogie suspension increases with increasing
motion speed. So, in the entire range of studied speeds,
the coefficients Kdv do not exceed the permissible
standard value both in the R=600 m and in the R=350 m
curve in both loading modes.
The level of mark for Kdv is “excellent” in both
curves (Table 2). Only an empty open wagon in the
R=350 m curve at a speed of 60 km/h (Fig. 10, a) has
more stable vertical dynamics. In the R=350 m curve all
FME Transactions

(b)
Figure 10. Variation vertical dynamics coefficient central
stage of the bogie suspension with the motion speed: (a)
R=350 m curve; (b) R=600 m curve

Fig. 11 (a, b) shows the coefficient of horizontal
dynamics Kdh diagrams. It can be seen, that the coeffiVOL. 49, No 3, 2021 ▪ 677

cients of horizontal dynamics Kdh increase with an increase in the motion speed and a change in the loading
mode and remain at the mark “excellent” in both R=600
m and R=350 m curves. A loaded hopper wagon has the
best coefficients of horizontal dynamics in both curves.

cement of the front wheelset towards the outer rail increases, as a result of which the difference in the radii of
the circles along which the outer and inner wheels roll
on the rails increases, which leads to a decrease in the
longitudinal sliding of the wheels and the angle of
runaway (wobbling) wheelset and helps to increase
driving stability. On the other hand, the clearance
provides greater freedom for tilting the bogie in the rail
track, which can contribute to an increase in the angle of
attack of the front wheelset and, accordingly, to a
decrease in stability. The presence of these opposite
tendencies leads to the appearance of extrema on the
dependence curve Kds.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 11. Variation of the coefficient of horizontal
dynamics with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b)
R=600 m curve

From the obtained results, it can be concluded that
smaller weight and center of mass of the wagon
improve the coefficients of vertical dynamics in the case
of an increase in the motion speed; however, the
coefficients of horizontal dynamics are better for heavy
wagons with a high center of mass.
In addition, the calculation results obtained in Fig.
10 (a) and Fig. 11 (a) demonstrate that the parameters of
the studied wagon models do not significantly affect the
coefficients of the vertical dynamics of the central
suspension stage and horizontal dynamics on curves of a
small radius.
The safety factors of the wheel against derailment
Kds depend on the loading mode in the R=350 m curve
(Fig. 12, a) not as much as in the R=600 m curve (Fig.
12, b), and in both cases they exceed the minimum
allowable value determined by the regulatory documentation. It follows from the results that in the case of an
increase in the motion speed, the hopper wagon has high
coefficients Kds, that can be explained by the increased
wagon mass. In the R=350 m curve, the safety factor of
the wheel against derailment for the hopper wagon
model 12-4034 has the highest value at the speed of 50
km/h. The flat wagon has the lowest coefficients Kds,
due to the long wheelbase, which worsens guiding in the
curves.
The appearance of minimums and maximums in Fig.
12 (b) can be explained as follows. The presence of a
clearance between flange and rail leads to two opposite
tendencies. On the one hand, in the presence of a
clearance between flange and rail, the lateral displa678 ▪ VOL. 49, No 3, 2021

(b)
Figure 12. Variation of the safety factors of the wheel
against derailment with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m
curve; (b) R=600 m curve

The permissible value of the coefficient of vertical
dynamics of the track Kvdt is calculated in accordance
with the allowable dynamic load per unit of the railway
track length from the group of the bogie axles 168 kN/m,
for all types of the rolling stock under study it is [Kvdt] =
0.45. The coefficient of vertical dynamics of the track
(Fig. 13, a, b) does not exceed the permissible standard
value in both curves with radii of R=350 m and 600 m.
In the R=350 m curve, all three types of rolling stock
have almost identical Kvdt both in the empty and in the
loaded mode, but in the R=600 m curve the open wagon
and the flat wagon have the best coefficients of the
vertical dynamics (Fig. 13, b), except for moving at a
speed of 70 km/h in loaded mode. As in the case of the
vertical dynamics of rolling stock, wagon types with a
lower mass and lower center of mass have the best
coefficients of vertical dynamics of the track.
The coefficient of horizontal dynamics of the track
Khdt (Fig. 14 a, b), which is considered as a safety
criterion of the assembled rails and sleepers against
creep (shear), does not exceed the permissible value in
curves with radii R=350 m and 600 m.
FME Transactions

(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)
Figure 13. Variation of the coefficient of vertical dynamics of
the track by the forces of the wheels and rails interaction
with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b) R=600 m curve

An analysis of the results obtained for the coefficient
of horizontal dynamics of the track Khdt shows that
horizontal dynamics by the forces of the wheels and
rails interaction is better for heavy wagons with a high
center of mass.

(a)

Figure 15. Variation of the stability coefficient of the assem–
bled rails and sleepers from the transverse forces action
with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b) R=600 m curve

The admissible value of the stability coefficient of the
assembled rails and sleepers from the action of transverse
forces is [ε] = 0.85. According to the calcu–lation results,
the value of the stability coefficient of the assembled rails
and sleepers from the action of trans–verse forces had
less value than the permissible one in the track with
crushed stone ballast. However, in the m curve at a speed
of 90 km/h an empty hopper wagon will have an effect on
the assembled rails and sleepers close to the value
allowed by the normative documentation.
The stability coefficient of the assembled rails and
sleepers against creep (shear) ε in the empty mode is much
more influenced by the rail vehicle weight than the position
of its center of mass. When loaded, the flat wagon with the
long wheelbase has the worst factor values.
Lateral forces acting from the track to the wheel
(horizontal forces) Yl (Fig. 16, a, b) to ensure stability
against the wheel flanges creeping on the rails do not
exceed the permissible value [Yl] = 90 kN. In the empty
mode, the lateral forces Yl have high values for the
hopper wagon in both curves. In the loaded mode, all
the studied types of rolling stock have almost the same
values of horizontal forces acting from the track to the
wheel, with the exception of moving of an open wagon
at a speed of 80 km/h along the R=600 m curve.

(b)
Figure 14. Variation of the coefficient of horizontal
dynamics of the track by the forces of the wheels and rails
interaction with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b)
R=600 m curve

Fig. 15 (a, b) shows the stability coefficient of the
assembled rails and sleepers against creep (shear) ε .
FME Transactions

(a)
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(b)

(a)

Figure 16. Variation of the lateral force acting from the
track to the wheel with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m
curve; (b) R=600 m curve

As a criterion for permissible speeds setting, the
maximum edge stresses occurring in the rail base are
used. The edge stresses in the rail base σr should not
exceed 200 MPa. According to the calculation results,
edge stresses (Fig. 17, a, b) increase with increasing
motion speed and do not exceed the permissible values
for both loading modes in curves with a radius of R=350
m and 600 m. The highest edge stresses arise when
moving the hopper wagon in an empty or loaded mode.

(a)

(b)
Figure 17. Variation of the edge stress in the rail base with
the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b) R=600 m curve

However, the results do not exceed the permissible
values for both types of rails – before passage and after
passage of the normative tonnage for a track with nonheat-treated rails R65.
The wear factor Fw (Fig. 18, a, b) is a relative
characteristic value that reflects the physical phenomena
that occur when skidding of the wheel flange along the
rail side face.
This indicator is convenient for comparing rolling stock
when assessing the wear rate of wheels and rails in the case
of movement in curves of different radii. The wear of the
flange and rails affects the safety of movement in the
curve, since the wheel and rail contours change. In
addition, the strong grinding of the wheel flange on the rail
side face increases the resistance to the train movement.
680 ▪ VOL. 49, No 3, 2021

(b)
Figure 18. Variation of the wear factor of the side edge of
the wheel tread with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve;
(b) R=600 m curve

In the R=350 m curve, the wear factor of the wheel
thread side face increases significantly when moving the
loaded flat wagon at a speed of 50-60 km/h. At a speed
of 80 km/h, the wear factor of the side edge of the wheel
tread Fw increases significantly when moving the open
wagon along the R=600 m curve. In turn, there is a
significant increase of Fw when moving the empty
hopper wagon and the loaded flat wagon at a speed of
90 km/h along the R=600 m curve.
The wear factor of the side edge of the wheel tread
Fw is defined as a parameter equal to the product of the
guiding force Yd by the angle of attack (hunting) ψws of
the wheel against the rail. Consider the contribution of
each of these parameters to the value of the wear factor.
Fig. 19 (а, b) shows the effect of a speed on the guiding
forces acting from the track to the wheel in the R=350 m
and R=600 m curves.
The guiding forces acting from the track to the
wheel Yd increase significantly with increasing motion
speed in the R=350 m curve and have, on average, the
same values for all types of rolling stock. The values of
Yd vary significantly for all types of rolling stock under
study when moving along the R=600 m curve at speeds
of 80-90 km/h. Dependencies in Fig. 19, b allow us to
conclude that the rolling stock parameters have a
significant effect on the magnitude of the guiding forces
in the curves of the mean radius.
Fig. 20 (a, b) shows the wheelset hunting ψws. The
calculation results show that the flat wagon has the
highest hunting angle of the wheelset ψws when moving
along the R=350 m and R=600 m curves in the empty
mode at speeds of 50-60 km/h. In the loaded mode, in
the curves of short radius (Fig. 20, a), the distance
between bogie centers affects the stability of the wheel–
set, since the open wagon and the hopper wagon have
smaller and almost identical values of ψws according to
the simulation results.
FME Transactions

(a)

of motion stability when the dynamic transverse hunting
oscillation of the wagon parts cease to decay, becoming
stable (self-oscillations). The leading wheelset of the
open wagon has the highest hunting values in both
loading modes, with the exception of moving at a speed
of 90 km/h for a loaded flat wagon. The loaded hopper
wagon has the smallest values of the hunting angle of
the wheelset against the rail according to the simulation
results. This makes it possible to put forward the
assumption that the wheel sets of bogies 18-100 will
have the smallest ψws for wagons with increased weight
and a distance between bogie centers as a hopper wagon
for coal transportation 12-4034 has (Table 1).
5.

(b)
Figure 19. Variation of the guiding force acting from the
track to the wheel with the motion speed: (a) R=350 m
curve; (b) R=600 m curve

The hopper wagon has the lower values of the
wheelset hunting when moving along the R=600 m
curve (Fig. 20, b) in the empty mode and the flat wagon
has the largest values of ψws at speeds of 50 and 90
km/h. The values of ψws also increase for an empty open
wagon when moving at a speed of 80 km/h along curves
of mean radius and they significantly differ from the
other range of studied speeds.

(a)

(b)
Figure 20. Variation of the wheelset hunting with the
motion speed: (a) R=350 m curve; (b) R=600 m curve

The speed of 80 km/h is considered critical for open
wagons on bogies 18-100 and is associated with a loss
FME Transactions

CONCLUSION

The article presents an analysis of theoretical studies of
the main dynamic indicators and indicators of the
rolling stock and rails interaction on the example of 3
various types of freight wagons, the calculations were
performed using the application software package. The
practical significance of theoretical studies of the impact
of various types of freight rolling stock under various
loading conditions on the dynamic interaction with the
track is as follows:
• The presented calculation results allow us to
determine the optimal values of some wagon parameters
when solving the problem of the operating wagon fleet
modernization and determining the reserves for
increasing their carrying capacity.
• The ability to solve the problem of finding optimal
directions for the rail vehicle modernization.
• Contribution to the creation of technical conditions
for new freight wagon building and operated wagons
modernization.
• To increase the level of reliability and the
transportation process safety in modern conditions in
railway transport.
Based on the theoretical study, it is possible to draw
the following conclusions:
• The calculation results have shown that the
parameters of the studied wagon models have a more
significant effect on the coefficients of the vertical
dynamics of the central stage of suspension, horizontal
dynamics and the safety factors of the wheel against
derailment on the curves of the average radius.
• The values of such parameters as the tare of the
wagon, the height of the center of mass and the length
of the wagon base affect the angle of attack (wobble) of
the wheelset, which leads to a change in the safety
factors of the wheel against derailment.
• One of the reasons for the intensive wear of the
wheels and rails of the studied wagon models is a
change in running characteristics – an increase in the
angle of attack of individual wheels due to the rotation
of the bogie relative to the track or due to the rotation of
the axle of the wheelset due to the displacement of the
axle boxes in the openings of the side frames.
• The considered models of freight wagons as
mechanical systems differ significantly from each other
in their geometric, inertial and elastic dissipative
characteristics. The study showed that to ensure a
significant improvement in dynamic characteristics of
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specific wagon models, it is advisable to apply an
individual approach to the selection of modernization
elements of their running gears. Based on the studies
performed, it is possible to conclude that the
modernization of 18-100 model bogies for use in a
specialized rolling stock will improve its dynamic
characteristics.
Of course, the considered types and sizes of freight
rolling stock is not enough for complete statistics,
however, the theoretical modeling and the obtained
calculation results demonstrate the feasibility of further
research in this direction.
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ДИНАМИЧКИ ИНДИКАТОРИ КОЈИ УТИЧУ
НА ПРОЈЕКТНО РЕШЕЊЕ ЗА
МОДЕРНИЗАЦИЈУ ТЕРЕТНОГ
ЖЕЛЕЗНИЧКОГ ВОЗНОГ ПАРКА
А.О. Швец
Возни парк има директног утицаја на економске
показатеље транспортне индустрије и националну
економију у целини, што захтева унапређење
контроле и квантификовање динамичког оптерећења
возног парка у циљу одржавања безбедних и
поузданих
железничких
веза.
У
процесу
пројектовања и функционисања возног парка
квантитативна процена динамичког оптерећења
представља хитан научни и технички проблем. Дата
је анализа теоријских изучавања динамичких
карактеристика возног парка на примеру отворених,
равних и вагона бункера. Истраживање утицаја
начина оптерећивања на динамичко оптерећење
вагона има за циљ решење проблема предвиђања
динамике возног парка и показатеља интеракције са
пругом. Резултати теоријских истраживања узимају
у обзир брзину кретања на закривљеној прузи
кратког и средњег радијуса.
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